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On this page you find plenty of possibilities to use „Qigong
Dancing“.
PHYSIOTHERAPY
Through animal pictures you get the awareness for your
physical posture. Wrong postures
and physical deficits can be balanced. For each discomfort in
the body a certain practice can be developed that brings back
the joy to move and opens a way how to deal with difficulties.
That way for example the Qigong practice „the relaxed
shoulders of the bear“ helps comfort your shoulder gridle, the
„movement of the snake“ is for the flexibility of your spine.
Even though the patient has current pain the movements will
bring him relief and so he will again find pleasure in
exercise.
Not only the physical effectiveness will help but also the
acquisition of attendant and patient will become of great
meaning. The practise in small groups of similar mongering
disease is recommended, this way the social bond can increase
and the mutual understanding can be mantained.
PSYCHOTHERAPY
Qigong classes can be taken one to one with the teacher or in
small groups. Through Breathing techniques, physical practices
and visualization practices you will be guided into a living
experience of emotional condition and possibilities of action.
YOU WILL LEARN ABOUT THE FOLLOWING ASPECTS:
To discover your own resources through the different
pictures.
New behaviour to experience new ways of action in a non

judgemental space.
It shows you new ways to deal with your agressions, the
longing for attention, how to deal with conflicts and
sexuality, lust of life which often is a tabu in our
society.
To realize blocking and to overcome them.
How to set boundaries and how to accept them.
To realize body signals and how to respond to them.
In the following conversation the personal dynamics will be
explained and the results will be anchorde.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Through the free movement creativity will be stimulated, the
experience can be expressed in painting.
While expressing through art the own flow will be reflected. A
good possibility is to continue this exercise with a partner.
The painted expression will be introduced to the opposite, who
will be inspired to feel them in his own movement.
While working with clay the personal favourite animal can
form. Masks and animals made from papermache are further
offers. This can be a playful access for treatment in
Neurology, traumatology and internistic.
EDUCATION
Good experiences have been made on venture days at schools.
The related music with support of imaginary pictures, which
are activated through the animals, is inviting to try out
something new.
The lack of concentration, motoric deficit, difficulties with
awareness and realisation will be influenced through the
different exercises. The „inner power“ of the children is
being supported.
To create an own choreography with an own representation
afterwards are other approaches.
Regular practising groups are recommended in schools.
GERIATRICS

While working with older people, the communication aspects can
be emphasized. Away from isolation towards a happy encounter.
All Qigong practices can be also done with light variations
while sitting or even laying. Happiness in expression, playful
elements, meeting in different distances (from clear
boundaries to very close) can be discovered through body
language, indipendant from age and physical or emotional
charakteristics.
In stationary as well as in outpatient treatment Qigong
Dancing offers since many years useful support, powerful
impulses to strengthen the self healing capacity and gives you
the freedom and opportunity to continue the practices by
yourself.
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